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Problem definition, performance metrics, and datasets

Person re-identification (re-id) is defined as the problem of recognizing an individual captured in different times and/or locations over several non-overlapping camera views, considering a large set of candidates. This is a very difficult problem as most of the time people are captured by diverse low resolution cameras, under occlusions conditions, badly (and different from view to view) illuminated, and in varying poses. In this context, a robust modeling of the entire body appearance of a person is mandatory, especially when other classical biometric cues (face, gait) are not available or difficult to catch, due to the sensors’ scarce resolution or low frame-rate.

Re-id algorithms are typically tested considering ad hoc datasets composed by a fixed number of individuals, each one represented by several (minimum two) image windows containing or bounding boxes surrounding a person, typically in different poses (e.g., frontal, back, profile, etc.). The actual re-identification is performed by considering one instance of an individual, the so-called “probe”, which is compared and matched against all the other instances of all subjects in the dataset, the so-called “gallery” set. Hence, given a set of probes, an re-id method provides a ranking of a certain number of subjects in the gallery set, typically ranging from 1 to 25, 50 or 100, depending on the used dataset. Algorithms’ performance is commonly calculated by the recognition rate estimated by the Cumulative Matching Characteristic (CMC) curve, and the normalized Area Under Curve (nAUC) score for the CMC curve. The CMC curve is a plot of the recognition performance vs. the ranking score and represents the expectation of finding the correct match in the top $n$ matches; nAUC gives an overall score of how well a re-identification method performs overall.

The most used image datasets are VIPER, iLIDS, ETHZ, and CAVIAR4REID, which differs for a number of characteristics: number of subjects considered (in the order of hundreds), number of instances per subject (from 2 to 10), pose and lighting variations, severity of the occlusions, number of viewpoints (cameras), window resolution (from $17\times39$ up to $72\times144$, $48\times128$, $64\times128$, etc.). Furthermore, 3D datasets are now becoming available for re-id research.

All the following developed methods proved to perform better than state of the art at the moment of the publication.

State of the art

Given the datasets as composed by image crops containing a pedestrian, the re-id problem becomes “simply” to identify suitable features to build a discriminant descriptor or signature, and how to match such descriptors to find the correct correspondence. However, in actual applications, the scenario is much more complex implying the detection (and possibly tracking) of a person, which is not perfect in many cases, often preceded by a background subtraction stage which may affect the detection as well.

Nevertheless, disregarding real scenarios, the re-id literature is mainly characterized by appearance-based methods which can be categorized in direct and learning-based approaches, and in single- and multiple-shot techniques. Learning-based techniques are characterized by the use of a training dataset of different individuals where the features and/or the policy for combining them are analyzed to ensure high re-identification accuracy.

The underlying assumption is that the knowledge extracted from the training set can generalize to unseen samples, so allowing the learning of a discriminative model or the distance metrics from data. Binary Support Vector Machines (SVM) [1], multi-class SVM [2], nearest neighbor classifier [3], partial least square reduction [4], boosting [5, 6], distance learning [7, 8, 9], descriptor learning [10], and ensemble RankSVM [12] have been customized for the re-identification problem.

Direct methods do not consider any training set as they are usually focused on finding discriminant parts of the human appearance, and on manually designing features that perform very well on a particular re-id scenario. The framed person is typically subdivided into horizontal stripes [13], symmetrical and asymmetrical parts [14], semantic parts [15, 16], regions clustered by color [17], concentric rings [18], or a grid of localized
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patches [19]. Several types of features can be extracted from these regions: color histograms or other statistics [13, 14, 16], maximally stable color regions [12], depth features [11], histogram of oriented gradients [4], Gabor and Schmid filters [12], interest points [20], covariance matrices [7, 21], attributes [22] and Haar-like features [5] have been exhaustively tested in the literature.

Single-shot approaches focus on associating pairs of images, each containing one instance of an individual (e.g., [2, 3, 4, 12]). Multi-shot methods employ multiple images of the same person as probe and/or gallery elements (e.g., [14, 15, 19, 23]). The assumption of the multi-shot methods is that individuals can be tracked so that it is possible to gather a lot of images, and use this richer information for, e.g., calculating more robust features and/or descriptors.

Our experience in re-id lies mainly in direct methods, and we recently investigated a learning-based method. Both single- and multiple-shot modality algorithms have been addressed.

The proposed methods

One of the first and most performing approaches is SDALF, Symmetry-Driven Accumulation of Local Features [A][H]. This method exploits the symmetry of the human body by weighting differently areas close to the symmetry axes with respect to regions far away from them. After a pre-processing phase, salient parts of the body figure are extracted by adopting perceptual principles of symmetry and asymmetry. First, we find two horizontal axes of asymmetry that isolate three main body regions, usually corresponding to head, torso and legs. Head is discarded and for the other two parts, a vertical axis of appearance symmetry is estimated. Then, complementary aspects of the human body appearance are detected on each part, highlighting: i) the general chromatic content via HSV histogram; ii) the per-region color displacement through Maximally Stable Colour Regions (MSCR); iii) the presence of Recurrent Highly Structured Patches (RHSP), estimated through a novel per-patch similarity analysis. The extracted features are weighted considering the distance with respect to the vertical axis, so that the effects of pose variations are minimized. The matching between the candidates is estimated by calculating a weighted sum of the matching distances per each feature type, adopting Euclidean or Bhattacharyya distance. This approach applies to both the cases where a single image for each candidate is present, and the cases where multiple images for each individual (not necessarily temporally adjacent) are available, by properly accumulating the local features in a single signature.

The subsequent work focused on the multiple-shot case, presenting an appearance-based direct algorithm based on the extraction and matching of a signature that embeds global and local appearance features [B][C]. After a selection of the foreground image areas (likely containing a person) via clustering and person classification (the SCA model by Jojic et al. in CVPR 2009), complementary aspects of the human appearance are extracted highlighting: 1) the global chromatic content via a mean color histogram, and 2) the presence of recurrent local patterns through epitomic analysis proposed by Jojic et al. in CVPR 2003. The former captures all the chromatic information of an individual’s appearance. The latter is supported by the paradigm of object recognition by local features encoding the pixels’ local spatial layout with a set of frequently visible patches, also allowing to properly accumulate images in a multi-shot descriptor. This signature is called Histogram Plus Epitome, HPE. A variant consisting on the asymmetry-based segmentation proposed in SDALF was also proposed giving rise to the Asymmetry-based HPE.

Taking benefit of the SDALF experience and further pushing the idea of characterizing significant body parts, the subsequent work focused on a re-id method based on Pictorial Structures (PS) for human body pose estimation [D]. We build upon a standard PS framework where general part detectors localize the body parts, and a kinematic tree prior captures the whole structural knowledge. The idea here was inspired from the way humans perform re-id, i.e., by concentrating the attention to certain peculiar (“salient”) body parts, looking for part-to-part correspondences. After fitting a PS on all images, from each localized part we extract an ensemble of features, encoding complementary aspects, such as the chromatic content and the spatial arrangement of colors. The first aspect is captured by HSV histograms, while the second aspect is codified by MSCR, also previously adopted in SDALF. The features of each part are subsequently combined into a single ID signature. Matching between signatures is carried out by standard distance minimization strategies, and the method applied to both single- and multi-shot cases. For the latter, we proposed a strategy to improve the PS fitting on images of the same subject, consisting in learning the local appearance of each part in a given subject so that ad hoc appearance part detectors can provide more accurate PS fitting. This new model was called Custom
Pictorial Structure (CPS): once CPS is fitted on data, features are extracted from each instance as in the single-shot case, and the individual signatures are pooled together to obtain a multi-shot ID signature.

To make more robust the image appearance-based methods, possibly relaxing the underlying hypothesis of maintenance of the same person clothing, we developed a new approach that uses soft biometric cues as features, as alternative or complementary to classical re-id [G]. In this method, discriminant cues are extracted from range data acquired using RGB-D cameras, such as the MS Kinect now available, to acquire depth information in a fast and affordable way. The idea here is to consider features capable to embody more implicit human body characteristics, i.e., related to specific anthropometric measurements. We introduced two distinct sets of features: the first one represents cues computed from the fitted skeleton to depth data, i.e. the Euclidean distance between selected body parts such as legs, arms and the overall height; the second set contains features computed on the surface given by the range data, coming in the form of geodesic distances computed from a predefined set of joints (e.g., from torso to right hip). The latter measure gives an indication of the curvature (and, by approximation, of the size) of specific regions of the body. We analyzed the effectiveness of each feature separately and how they have to be weighted in order to maximize the re-identification performance. We obtained promising results on a dataset of 79 persons, acquired over different places and intervals of days.

As for learning-based methods, we recently proposed a technique [I] that subsumes the best aspects of direct and learning-based methods. This technique allows the exploitation of multiple features independently of their nature and, at the same time, does not require the classifier training for each pair of images containing the same person (since unavailable in many real cases). Our approach casts re-id as a semi-supervised multi-class recognition problem, where each class corresponds to the identity of one individual. In particular, we exploit the general framework of multi-view learning [J] with manifold regularization in vector-valued Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS). In this setting, each feature is associated with a component (view) of a vector-valued function in an RKHS. Unlike multi-kernel learning, all components of a function are forced to map in the same fashion, i.e., to distinguish in a coherent way the different individuals. The desired final output is given by their combination which is a fusion mechanism joining together the different features. This approach trains a classifier from a labeled (gallery) set of P different individuals, exploiting the structure of unlabeled data that can be the probe set or other images possibly acquired during tracking. In other words, it does not require to have inter-camera image pairs of the same person, but only a single labeled image per person, thus making our approach truly applicable in real scenarios.

The road ahead

Much work has been done for re-identification but we are not yet in a position to deploy a method in a real scenario with a certain effectiveness and reliability for several reasons. First of all, most of the techniques are now tested on datasets only, overlooking the problems derived by a non optimal person detection and tracking, and this may heavily affect re-id performance. Second, a real scenario likely implies the online construction of the dataset leading to problems of efficient storage and retrieval of the person signature, which may also possibly reach huge dimensions hence requiring effective retrieval strategies. To date, these issues have not yet been sufficiently addressed.

The road ahead is anyway paved. Thanks to the new sensor technologies, in particular RGB-D cameras, the use of soft biometric cues can aid the image-based methods and make re-id more robust and valuable.

Another interesting research line regards the use of a pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) camera for re-id [K]. The idea here is to build a person descriptor which contains both typical information (full body, specific areas) at a certain resolution, and also specific peculiar human regions at higher resolution (e.g., a leg or an arm), to capture discriminant characteristics (e.g., a tattoo) able to uniquely distinguish among the subjects.

A new recent trend, slightly deviating from the surveillance aspects, consists in the re-identification of human subjects on the basis of their behavior in the use of social media. An example consists in analyzing Skype chats [F][L] and extract a descriptor containing non-semantic features like e.g., average number of character per word, misspelled words, used emoticons, turn duration, to cite a few. If this can be done for a number of chats per person (i.e., we get a reliable training set), it is possible to build a signature which has been proved to be effective to re-identify a subject when engaged in a new chat. This is interesting trend given the large diffusion of social media nowadays and may support enhanced security in the cyberworld making user identity recognition and verification more effective in a fully transparent way.
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